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Abstract—Several Java-based distributed in-memory systems
have been proposed in the literature, but most are not aiming at
graph applications having highly concurrent and irregular access
patterns to many small data objects. DXRAM is addressing these
challenges and relies on DXMem for memory management and
concurrency control on each server. DXMem is published as an
open-source library, which can be used by any other system, too.

In this paper, we briefly describe our previously published but
relevant design aspects of the memory management. However,
the main contributions of this paper are the new extensions,
optimizations, and evaluations. These contributions include an
improved address translation which is now faster compared to
the old solution with a translation cache. The coarse-grained
concurrency control of our first approach has been replaced by
a very efficient per-object read-write lock which allows a much
better throughput, especially under high concurrency. Finally, we
compared DXRAM for the first time to Hazelcast and Infinispan,
two state-of-the-art Java-based distributed cache systems using
real-world application-workloads and the Yahoo! Cloud Serving
Benchmark in a distributed environment. The results of the
experiments show that DXRAM outperforms both systems while
having a much lower metadata overhead for many small data
objects.

Index Terms—Memory management, Cache storage, Dis-
tributed computing

I. INTRODUCTION

The ever-growing amounts of data, for example in big data
applications, are addressed by aggregating resources in com-
modity clusters or the cloud [22]. This concerns applications
like social networks [14], [25], [26], search engines [21], [31],
simulations [32] or online data analytics [19], [36], [37]. To
reduce local data access times, especially for graph-based
applications processing billions of tiny data objects (< 128
bytes) [17], [29], [34], backend systems like caches and key-
value stores keep all data in-memory.

Many systems for big data applications, such as frameworks
[24], [28], databases [3], [4], or backend storages/caches [5],
[7], [8], [30], are written in Java. However, many of them
cannot handle small data objects (32 - 128 byte) efficiently
and introduce a considerable large metadata overhead on a per-
object basis. Compared to traditional disk storage solutions,
RAM is more expensive and requires sophisticated memory
management. High concurrency in big data applications is the
rule but adds additional challenges to ensure low access-times
for local and remote access and to provide mechanisms for

synchronizing concurrent access. Combined with today’s low-
latency networks, providing single-digit microseconds remote
access times on a distributed scale, local access times must be
kept low to ensure high performance which is challenging in
general but especially in Java.

DXMem is the extended and optimized memory manage-
ment of DXRAM [15], a Java-based distributed in-memory
key-value store. DXRAM implements a chord-like overlay
with dedicated nodes for storing and providing the metadata
which is a unique approach compared to the other systems
not using dedicated servers for storing metadata for object
lookup. Using DXNet [16], DXRAM supports Ethernet over
TCP using Java NIO and low-latency InfiniBand networks
using native verbs. DXMem provides low metadata overhead
and low-latency memory management for highly concurrent
data access. Data is stored in native memory to avoid memory
and garbage collection overhead imposed by the standard Java
heap. DXMem uses a fast and low-overhead 64-bit key to raw
memory address mapping. Java objects are serialized to native
memory using a custom lightweight and fast serialization
implementation. DXMem does not use hashing but instead
implements a custom chunk ID to native memory address
translation. Thus, DXMem does not automatically distribute
data to servers, but an application decides where to store the
data which, of course, can be determined using a hashing
algorithm as well.

DXMem offers a low-overhead per-object read-write lock-
ing mechanism for concurrency management as well as mem-
ory defragmentation for long-running applications. On an
average object size of 32 bytes, DXMem can store 100 million
objects with just 22% additional overhead (§VI-A). On a
typical big data workload with 32 byte objects, 95% get
and 5% put operations, DXMem achieves a local aggregated
throughput of 78 million operations per second (mops) with
128 threads which is an up to 28-fold increase compared to
Hazelcast [7] and Infinispan [8], two Java-based state-of-the-
art in-memory caches (§VI-B). Using the Yahoo! Cloud Ser-
vice Benchmark [18], we compared DXRAM with DXMem to
Hazelcast and Infinispan (§VI-C), too. The results show that
DXRAM scales well with up to 16 storage servers and 16
benchmark clients on real-world read-heavy workloads with
tiny objects outperforming the other two systems.



Our previous publication [23] has addressed the following
contributions:

• The initial design of the low-overhead memory allocator
• The address translation (CIDTable) without per-chunk

locks
• An arena-based memory segmentation for coarse-grained

concurrency control and defragmentation
The contributions of this paper are:
• Reduced metadata overhead while supporting more stor-

age per server (up to 8 TB, before 1 TB)
• Low-overhead Java object to binary data serialization (the

old design supported binary data only)
• Optimized address translation (faster than the old design

with translation cache)
• Efficient fine-grained locking for each stored object
• New experiments and comparisons with Infinispan, and

Hazelcast
To evaluate the local memory manager performance of

storage instances, we created a microbenchmark based on the
design and workloads of the YCSB and implemented clients
for the systems evaluated in this paper (§VI-B). DXMem is
also published as a separate Java library that can be used by
any Java application. DXRAM and DXMem are open-source
and available at Github [6].

The remaining paper is structured as follows: Section II
presents the target application domains and their requirements.
Section III presents related work. We give a brief top-down
overview of DXMem and its components in Section IV
before explaining them in detail in a bottom-up approach
in the following sections. Starting with Section V, we ex-
plain important details about memory management in Java
before elaborating on DXMem’s allocator in Section V-A.
This section is followed by Section V-B which describes the
CIDTable translating chunk ID to native memory addresses.
The design of the fine-granular locks is presented in Section
V-C The evaluation and comparison of DXMem to Hazelcast
and Infinispan is presented in Section VI. Conclusions are
located in Section VII.

II. CHALLENGES AND REQUIREMENTS

This section briefly presents the target application domains
which were already introduced in Section I. Often, Big data
applications use batch-processing frameworks (e.g. Hadoop
[28], Kafka, [24]) or are live systems (e.g. social networks
[14], [25], [26] or search engines [21], [31]) serving many
concurrent requests of interactive users. Many systems and
applications are written in Java, which is popular because
of its strong typing, sophisticated language features, platform
independence, and rich libraries and have to address the
following challenges and requirements.

Fast local response times. In-memory caches are used to
mask slow disk access times for stored data. Some applications
take this approach one step further by storing all data always
in-memory.

Data distribution. Often, one commodity cluster node is
not sufficient to store and process vast amounts of data.

Fast remote response times. Low remote latency on inter-
node communication is ensured by low-latency network in-
terconnects, e.g., InfiniBand should be considered which in
turn demand low local latency not to become the bottleneck
instead. However, with many applications and frameworks in
Java, access to such low-level hardware is very challenging.

Fast and efficient (remote) object lookup. With billions
of objects distributed across multiple nodes, object lookup
becomes a challenge, too. Often, a key-value design combined
with hashing is used to address this issue [3], [7], [8], and the
standard API provides CRUD operations (create, read, update,
delete).

Very small objects. Typical data models for big data
applications include tables, sets, lists, and graph-structured
data [33]. For the latter, storing billions of objects becomes a
challenge because the per-object overhead must be kept low.
With the limited amount of main memory, storing more objects
per node does not only require fewer nodes to store all data
but also increases locality and performance.

High concurrency. Simultaneously serving many concur-
rent interactive user requests or using many threads to lower
execution times of algorithms, e.g., graph traversal, high
concurrency is a must. On today’s multi-core hardware, con-
currency support and optimizations are inevitable. However,
with concurrency data races must be considered and require
mechanisms to synchronize data access on concurrent mod-
ification without limiting concurrency and increasing access
latency too much.

III. RELATED WORK

Large batch processing tasks are commonly used for big
data processing, e.g. Hadoop [12], Spark [13], and rely on
input, output and intermediate data stored on distributed file
systems. MemFS [35] is an in-memory runtime file system
that tries to overcome the drawbacks of general-purpose dis-
tributed file systems by implementing a striping mechanism
to maximize I/O performance for distributed data and storing
data in-memory using memcached [20].

Common purpose memory management, algorithms, and
allocators are widely studied in literature and are beyond the
scope of this paper but have been discussed and evaluated
in our previous publication [23]. This paper extends this
foundation and focuses on a variety of changes to address the
requirements and challenges imposed by our target application
domain (§II).

Java Caches General Architecture. First, we consider the
general architecture of the following Java-based in-memory
distributed Caches: Hazelcast [7], Infinispan [8], Ignite [3],
Apache Geode [5] (commercially GemFire) and Ehcache [11].

All systems store either all data or explicitly specified
data in-memory. Remote communication is implemented using
TCP or UDP sockets over Ethernet (e.g. Java NIO, Netty),
except for Ehcache which uses Java RMI. A peer-to-peer
protocol is implemented to form a cluster of storage nodes
[5], [7], [8].



Fig. 1. Simplified DXMem Architecture

Ignite supports ACID transactions for consistency and built-
in distributed data structures. Ehcache supports eventual and
strong consistency and also transactions for operations.

Data is distributed to partitions or regions to multiple nodes
[5], [7], [8] or using a tired storage model [11]. The latter
allows storing data on disk, too, and applications to leverage
different storage types by storing the hottest data closer to the
application to ensure low access times. Apache Geode stores
a region, depending on the type, on a single node locally (not
distributed), divides into buckets for distribution (partitioned)
and also replicates it [5]. Furthermore, it supports storing
metadata, keys, indices or values either on-heap or off-heap.
All systems determine the target storage location of data by
hashing, but Ignite also allows the user to hash the objects
explicitly without involving additional servers of the system.

Java Caches Memory Management. All systems offer
Java off-heap storage for storing Java objects in-memory. In
addition to the key-value design, data can be organized using
implementations of Lists, Sets, Queues or Maps based on the
Java collection framework [5], [7], [8]. Some systems offer
additional Java on-heap storage of objects [3], [7], [8] to speed
up data access for commonly requested objects by avoiding
serialization.

For objects stored off-heap, data must be serialized into a
binary representation. Typically, systems do not rely on Java’s
slow and space inefficient Serializable but implement their
own custom serialization. InfiniSpan uses Externalizers which
usees the JBoss Marshalling framework.

IV. DXMEM: ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

This section presents an overview of the architcture and
key features of DXMem before elaborating on specific key
features that are the contributions of this publication in the
following sections. DXMem is the extended and optimized
memory manager of DXRAM specifically designed to address
the requirements and challenges presented in Section II. Figure
1 depicts a simplified view of its architecture.

DXMem implements a key-value store data model with a
value stored as binary data of serialized Java objects, referred
to as chunks, and a 64-bit key called chunk ID (CID) (§V-B).
A custom allocator (§V-A) stores data outside of the Java
heap to avoid the drawbacks explained in Section V. Instead
of hashing, a custom CID to memory address translation

(CIDTable, §V-B) is implemented using ideas of the virtual ad-
dress translation used on many well known operating systems.
This allows implementing fast and low memory overhead CID
to memory address translation with a per-object read-write
lock for strong consistency on multi-threaded applications
(§V-B). Batch processing of multiple chunks per operation
is supported to increase overall throughput. A concurrent
memory defragmentation is addressing external fragmentation
relevant for long-running applications.

DXMem provides a modular interface implementing dif-
ferent types of operations. It implements CRUD operations
(create, read (get), update (put) and delete (remove)) which
are typically used in key-value store APIs. All operations can
be executed with batches of data to reduce processing times
further. DXMem also implements operations to lock and resize
existing objects, and to allow pinning of chunks for direct
local access and RDMA operations with InfiniBand. DXMem
is used with DXRAM but also published as a separate library
at Github [6].

Our previous publication [23] presented the initial imple-
mentation for a low-overhead memory allocator and fast local
object lookup (CIDTable). However, the initial proposal with
its arena management using coarse-grained locks was unsuit-
able for highly concurrent applications. Neither it provided
a Java object serialization interface nor locking of individual
chunks and only implemented the basic CRUD operations.
Batching of operations as well as an optimized CID translation
algorithm was not available in the initial design.

V. MANUAL MEMORY MANAGEMENT IN JAVA

In Java, memory management becomes a considerable issue
when storing millions of small objects. By default, all objects
are subject to Java’s runtime garbage collection. It cleans up
allocated but unreferenced objects automatically which has
valuable benefits in most standard Java applications. However,
when storing billions of small 32-byte objects, which are
typical in our target application domain (§II), object instan-
tiation becomes time-consuming, and the per-object metadata
required for storing all objects is relatively high (e.g. 12
byte header on a 64-bit Hotspot-JVM with compressed object
pointers and a heap less than 4 GB [10]). Furthermore, garbage
collection runs concurrently to the application, and its activity
phases cannot be controlled. Thus, it can impose unintended
performance penalties due to high latencies during collection
phases. A higher degree of control is necessary to support high
loads efficiently.

We address these requirements with our custom allocator
(§V-A) which keeps the per-object memory-overhead low and
(by default) does not impose any garbage collection. Data
can be stored off-heap using Java’s DirectByteBuffers (2 GB
buffer limit), Apache DirectMemory [1] (retired) or the Unsafe
[27] class. The latter uses intrinsics for memory access and is
widely used for fast data exchange with native libraries or
buffers of native I/O. Furthermore, the size of the allocated
area is not limited by the maximum value of a positive Java
integer (231).



Using Unsafe, we created a Virtual Memory Block (VMB)
allocating a single continuous memory area (starting with
address 0) which is used by our allocator (§V-A). All meta-
data and application object-data is stored in the VMB and
written/read using the methods provided by the Unsafe class.
Chunks are read/written using a custom de/-serialization inter-
face (§V-A).

A. Efficient Memory Allocator for Many Small Objects

To maximize the number of objects to store per node, we
address the challenges from the previous Section V with a
custom allocator. This allocator is designed explicitly for low-
metadata overhead and handling small objects with average
sizes of 16-128 bytes efficiently.

On initialization, our allocator uses the VMB (§V) to create
one large free block which occupies nearly the entire VMB
(size configurable). We now use 43 bit pointers which allows
addressing a total of 8 TB of main memory which is sufficient
for commodity servers. At the end of the VMB, additional
space is reserved for root pointers of the doubly-linked free-
block lists.

There are two types of free blocks: Untracked free blocks
are less than 14 bytes in size and are not tracked using a free
block list. Tracked free blocks are managed by one of the free
block lists. Each entry of this list describes the size of the
free block in bytes up to the size of the next entry of the free
block list. The lists track specific small free blocks of 14, 24,
36 and 48 bytes as well as all power of two sizes starting with
64 bytes and up to the max size of the VMB. Blocks are not
aligned to 64-bit bounds or multiples of a cache line size to
avoid fragmentation.

Every block is separated by a single byte called a marker
byte. Each half of a marker byte (4 bits) describes the type
(allocated, free tracked or untracked block) of the adjacent
block to the left or the right of it. Allocated blocks may contain
an additional compacted length field that stores a part of the
payload’s size following it. Free untracked blocks of at least
2 bytes contain a length field describing the block size. Free
untracked blocks of at least 14 bytes contain two length fields
(one at the front and one at the end of the block) and a pointer
to the previous and next element of the free block list it is
managed by. This design allows us to keep the average per-
object memory-overhead very low compared to other memory
allocators [23] and systems (§VI-A).

On allocation, the allocator selects a free block using a
best-fit strategy. The block is cut to size required to store
the length field and the requested payload size to avoid
internal fragmentation. The remaining part of the free block
(if available) is converted to a free block and, if a tracked
block, added back to one of the free block lists accordingly.
On deallocation, the allocator checks the blocks adjacent to
the current one to free and merges it with every non-allocated
block to lower external fragmentation. If resulting in a tracked
free block, it is added to the appropriate free block list.

Often, applications can issue a single allocation request for
multiple blocks of a single size or different sizes, e.g., when

loading datasets. The new allocator supports batch allocations
reducing overall memory allocation times. On a batch allo-
cation, the allocator calculates the total amount of memory
required and tries to allocate all blocks for the requested sizes
in a single continuous area with a fallback option to single
block allocation. The search for free blocks is reduced to a
minimum (one) which also lowers fragmentation.

Java objects have to implement a custom serialization inter-
face for reading from (Importable) and writing to (Exportable)
an allocated native memory block. The object to im-/export
specifies the primitive fields or im-/exportable objects to
de-/serialize which enables efficient binary representations.
Nested im-/exportable objects are also supported. Our custom
serialization allows DXMem to execute fast, transparent and
low-overhead reading from and writing to native memory
compared to generic serialization, e.g., Java Serializable.

B. Low-Latency Address Translation

In distributed applications, dealing with bare memory ad-
dresses becomes uncomfortable once the stored data is moved
either locally (e.g., defragmentation) or to another remote node
(e.g., migration due to hotspots). Thus, hashing is used on
many systems (§III) to create an indirection and assign unique
IDs to objects. However, this commonly used approach comes
with many drawbacks such as high memory overhead [23]
or requiring additional processing time for re-hashing entries.
We address these issues with a custom low-latency and low
memory-overhead address translation.

In DXMem each chunk is referenced using a 64-bit chunk
ID (CID). The upper 16-bits are the node ID (NID) of the
creator node. The NID is assigned on node startup and allows
identification of chunk origins in a distributed setup. The lower
48-bits are a per node creator locally unique value, called
a local ID (LID). This value is incremented independently
between nodes with each chunk creation.

The CIDTable, provides a fast and efficient CID to memory
address translation for chunk lookup and retrieval of allocated
memory blocks in the allocator. The CIDTable is stored in
memory blocks managed by the allocator (§V-A) and consists
of multiple sub-tables/pages. On chunk creation, a new CID is
generated by using the current node’s NID and incrementing
an atomic local LID counter. After allocating a memory block
for the chunk, the CID to (native) memory address mapping
is inserted into the CID translation tables. On chunk access
operations like get or put, the CID is translated to the stored
memory address.

The CID is split into 5 fragments: a 16-bit NID fragment,
and four 12-bit LID fragments. The translation steps are
executed identically to virtual address translation used on
operating systems. The 43-bit memory address referencing the
chunk data in the VMB is stored as part of the 8-byte entry
in the level 0 table. Each table for a 12-bit LID fragment
contains 4096 entries, and the table for the NID fragment
contains 65,536 entries. When storing millions of objects, the
average per-object overhead added by the CIDTable is about
8 bytes. Tables are not pre-allocated but created on demand



Fig. 2. Breakdown of CIDTable level 0 entry with embedded length field and
RW lock.

to save memory. Once created, the tables are never deleted
and profit from re-using LIDs (of deleted chunks) on create
operations to keep all tables densely packed.

Furthermore, all tables are aligned to 64-bit bounds to
avoid multiple memory reads on misalignment. This alignment
becomes a very critical performance issue especially on CAS
operations used for lock implementations (see next paragraph).
The alignment does not increase the overall metadata overhead
significantly when considering the overall large size of a table
(8 bytes per entry × 4096 entries = 32 kB).

For this section, this concludes the fundamental design
of the CIDTable which has already been published in our
previous publication [23]. The following Section V-C presents
the extensions and optimizations which, like the fundamental
design, are not just limited to the Java environment.

C. Fine-Granular Locks

Figure 2 shows the breakdown of a single CIDTable level 0
entry. 8 bits of the table level 0 entries are used to implement
a custom per chunk read-write lock based on CAS operations.
The level 0 table must be memory aligned to ensure low-
latency on lock operations. This lock allows applications to
lock single chunks on concurrent reads/writes to protect the
payload from data races. By default, the CIDTable does not en-
force any locking that prevents payload race conditions on the
chunk data. For create-once read-only data (e.g., static index
or entry point to sub-structures), special read-only chunks can
be created which do not use any locking mechanism further
decreasing access times. Furthermore, it is possible to pin
chunks which returns a pointer to the memory address of the
payload stored in the VMB. Locally, a pinned chunk can be
accessed directly, or it can be registered with an InfiniBand
HCA to allow RDMA reads from and writes to the payload.

To lower the overall memory overhead, we use up to 12 bits
to directly embed the length field of allocated blocks in table
level 0 entries. This embedded length field enables storing
chunks with a maximum size of 2048 bytes without requiring
an additional length field in the allocated blocks. If this size
is exceeded, a split length field is stored in both the entry
of the CIDTable and the allocated block. This design reduces
the overall metadata overhead, especially for small chunks but
also speeds up chunk-data access because no additional length
field must be read from the allocated block area.

Often, batches of chunks, especially on graph-based appli-
cations with typical access patterns to adjacent vertices/edges
with likely close-by chunk IDs, are requested and require

multiple translations of nearby CIDs (e.g., on multi-get op-
erations). To benefit from these access patterns, initially, we
implemented an additional small thread local cache storing
the 10 most recently translated level 0 table addresses using a
simple list. This cache allowed subsequent translations to skip
four translation steps if it was part of the same table level 0.
This cache was speeding up translation by up to 20% on large
batches with nearby CIDs, initially. However, after introducing
various optimizations to the translation algorithm and the table
alignment, the costs for the cache lookup outweighed the costs
of a full translation. We determined that the translation cache
added an average latency of approx. 5 µs not benefiting the
overall low access times of the other components involved (see
the breakdown in Section §VI-B). Thus, the translation cache
was dropped.

VI. EVALUATION

The following sections present the results of the following
evaluations: the local metadata overhead of the memory man-
agement, the local multi-threading performance and distributed
performance. We compare DXMem, used by DXRAM, to
Hazelcast Enterprise with HD memory and Infinispan, two
open-source Java-based in-memory caching systems. All sys-
tems share fundamental concepts, like providing a local native
memory backend using Unsafe, but are suitable candidates
because they differ regarding the allocator, address translation
and handling of data in a distributed setup. These differences
also apply to the other systems presented in Section III which
we consider for future evaluations.

Our previous publication [23] already evaluated the memory
allocator regarding memory overhead, the CIDTable regarding
performance and in a distributed setup DXRAM regarding
memory overhead. Due to significant changes in the design
of the allocator and CIDTable, this publication re-evaluates
DXMem’s memory overhead and performance. DXRAM and
the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) is used to
demonstrate DXMem’s application in a distributed setup.

The benchmarks in Sections VI-A and VI-B were executed
on one machine running Arch-Linux with Kernel version
4.18.10 with 64 GB RAM and an Intel Core i7-6900K CPU
with 8 cores (HT) clocked at 3.2 GHz. For the benchmarks
in Section VI-C, we used up to 32 servers of our university’s
cluster, each equipped with 128 GB RAM and two Intel Xeon
Gold 6136 (3.0 GHz) 12 core CPUs connected with Gigabit
Ethernet. For all benchmark runs, we limited the applications
to run on the main CPU socket (with a total of 12 cores),
only. The nodes run CentOS 7.4 with the Linux Kernel version
3.10.0-693. All benchmarks are executed with Java 1.8.

We used the YCSB [18] and its workload models for
Sections VI-B and VI-C with the following workloads based
on real-world applications:

1) YCSB-A: Objects with 10x 100 byte fields, 50% get
50% put access-distribution [18]

2) Facebook-B: Objects with 1x 32 byte field, 95% get 5%
put access-distribution [29]



Fig. 3. Memory usage (object payload + metadata) and overhead of
DXRAM/DXMem, Hazelcast and Infinispan with increasing object size.

3) Facebook-D: Objects with 24x 32 byte fields, 95% get
5% put access-distribution [29]

4) Facebook-F: Objects with 1x 64 byte fields, 100% get
access-distribution [17]

A. Local Metadata Overhead

In this section, we evaluate the local memory overhead of
the memory managers of the three systems. The overhead
describes the additional amount of metadata added by the
allocators as well as the lookup mechanisms (e.g., hash table)
to store the objects on a single server instance. Our previous
publication [23] compared only the memory overhead of our
allocator to other commonly used memory allocators available.
Hazelcast Enterprise with HD memory and Infinispan are
configured to use the off-heap backend storage. Any type of
local data replication or eviction (if available) is disabled on
all systems. All systems store all data in RAM loaded once.
For each benchmark run, we started a single server storage
instance and a YCSB loading client. After the load phase
is finished, we used Hazelcast’s health monitor, Infinispan’s
exposed bean objects on the JMX interface and DXRAM’s
storage monitoring data to determine the total amount of data
stored in each system. All three systems were loaded with
100 million objects per benchmark run. Each run used one of
the power-of-two sizes of 8 to 256 bytes. Larger object sizes
were also tested but required a decreased object count to fit
into the limited main memory. On some systems, this leads to
inconsistent results diverting from the results of 8 to 256-byte
objects and could not be extrapolated. Thus, these results were
omitted from the evaluation.

The results are depicted in Figure 3 grouping the systems
per object size (x-axis) as stacked bars indicating memory
consumption (left y-axis). Each group consists of the three
systems distinguished by markings (none or diagonal stripes).
The line plot is colored accordingly for each system and shows
the memory overhead in percent (right y-axis). The results
show that DXRAM achieves an overall very low metadata

overhead on small object sizes. Considering 32-byte objects
(total object memory of 2.98 GB), DXRAM adds about 0.84
GB (22% overhead of total used memory), Infinispan about
16.4 GB (85% overhead of total used memory) and Hazelcast
about 29.8 GB (91% overhead of total used memory) of
memory for metadata. In comparison to DXRAM, Infinispan
requires four-times and Hazelcast even 7.5-times more mem-
ory to store the same amount of data. Furthermore, Infinispan,
as well as DXRAM, provide constant overhead independent
of the object size for the evaluated object sizes compared to
Hazelcast’s which seems to be tied to object size ranges as it
varies highly.

For DXMem, every object with a size up to 2048 bytes
stored adds 8 bytes (omitting table alignment) for a CIDTable
entry and one byte in the allocator for the marker byte, only.
For objects larger than 2048 bytes, additional bytes with in-
creasing object size (up to 3) are required to extend the length
field to store larger objects (§V-B). Infinispan stores the data in
an off-heap bucket of linked-list pointers similar to a standard
Java HashMap. A server adds a fixed overhead which depends
on the number of objects to store and adds another 8 bytes for
a pointer per-object. Furthermore, variable per allocated object
overhead of 25 bytes for header information and a linked-list
pointer is added as well as another 36 bytes for additional
housekeeping for the LRU list nodes [9]. Hazelcast’s off-
heap storage uses either a standard or pooled allocator. The
standard allocator uses the OS’s memory manager (malloc/free
from glibc) and is less suitable for many small objects.
The pooled allocator (used here) is Hazelcast’s recommended
custom allocator and uses a buddy allocation policy and 4
MB (default) page size. Block sizes for allocations are always
rounded up to the nearest power-of-2 size. Additional metadata
space is reserved for map components such as indices or
offsets. According to the authors, it takes about 12.5% of the
total native memory configured by default [2].

B. Multi-threaded Local Memory Access

This section presents the results of our custom benchmark
to determine the local multi-threading performance of the
memory management under high loads on one server. It adapts
the design of the YCSB and its workload model and provides
a similar database-layer interface to implement benchmark
clients for different systems. It allows execution of an arbitrary
amount of phases (common loading and benchmark phases)
using create, read, update and delete operations.

For this evaluation, we execute a single load phase followed
by one benchmark phase like the original YCSB. All three
systems support local code execution on storage nodes and
implement the client interface of the benchmark. Again, all
systems store the loaded data in native memory and use a
mechanism (e.g., hash table) to translate the key to an address
for retrieving the value-data from native memory. The CRUD-
operations of DXRAM are directly mapped to the benchmark
client interface. For Hazelcast and Infinispan, the clients use a
single (default) map for the operations (identical to their YCSB
clients). To implement object serialization, we used DXRAM’s



Fig. 4. Local memory multi-threading benchmark using workload YCSB-A
with increasing thread count.

Fig. 5. Local memory multi-threading benchmark using workload Facebook-
B with increasing thread count.

Importable/Exportable interface, Hazelcast’s DataSerializable
and Infinispan’s AdvancedExternalizer. The load phase creates
and stores 10 million objects on each storage instance. The run
phase executes 100 million operations for each workload.

The results for the different workloads are depicted in
multiple figures: YCSB-A in Figure 4, Facebook-B in Figure
5, Facebook-D in Figure 6 and Facebook-F in Figure 7. The
results for all systems are grouped per thread count (x-axis).
Each group for each system (DXRAM, Infinispan, Hazelcast)
for a specific thread count consists of two bars (left bar for
get and right bar put operations) on all workloads except the
Facebook-F (one bar with get operations, only). The bars of
each group have identical markings (none or diagonal stripes).
Each stacked bar depicts the operation’s average latency as
well as the 95th, 99th and 99.9th percentiles (color coded)
on a logarithmic scale (y-axis on the left). The aggregated
throughput (y-axis on the right) of each system (color coded)
is presented as a line plot on the right next to each bar group.

Due to space constraints and the similarity of the results,

Fig. 6. Local memory multi-threading benchmark using workload Facebook-
D with increasing thread count.

Fig. 7. Local memory multi-threading benchmark using workload Facebook-F
with increasing thread count.

we depict only the results of the Facebook-B workload for
a detailed analysis. The results of the Facebook-B workload
show that DXRAM achieves very low single-digit microsec-
ond average latencies with up to 32 threads on local storage
access. As to be expected, once over-provisioning the 8 core
(HT) CPU, the average latency approx. doubles for both gets
and puts when doubling the number of threads.

However, the 95th and 99th percentiles are lower (not
visible in the figure) than the average latency, and the 99.9th
percentiles are increasing significantly when highly over-
provisioning the CPU (e.g., 64 and 128 threads). Thus, most
operations (99.9%) are executed in less than the average
latency, but a small amount (0.1%) have significantly higher
latency. With 10 million objects and only 5% write distribution
on 100 million operations, the likelihood of lock contention
due to a thread write-locking a chunk and getting evicted while
other threads trying to read/write the same object is rather low.
For verification, we executed the same workload with 100%



Fig. 8. Breakdown of get-operation (16 kB data) with 1 thread (low load)
and 128 threads (high load) in DXRAM

read distribution and received similar results eliminating lock
contention. We assume that there is another state when a thread
is evicted that either increases its own or the latency of other
threads which requires further analysis.

With increasing thread count, DXRAM achieves a
throughput saturating at 78 mops with 32 threads. Com-
pared to Infinispan, peaking at approx. 4.6 mops, and Hazel-
cast peaking at approx. 2.7 mops, this is a 17-fold and 28-fold
increase. With just a single thread, DXRAM already achieves
11 mops which are more than twice the peak throughput
Infinispan and four times the peak throughput of Hazelcast.

For additional reference, Figure 8 depicts a breakdown of
a get-operation with average times of the sub-components
involved (16 kB of data and running with 1 and 128 threads).
The breakdown shows that the majority of time is spent on
reading and de-serializing data. The CID translation and
locks require just tenth’s of nanoseconds with a single
thread and are still far below one microsecond even when
over-provisioning the CPU with 128 threads.

C. Key-Value Stores

In this section, we present the results of the full systems
evaluated in a distributed environment with up to 32 nodes
using the YCSB with the defined workloads (§VI). The key
to overall good performance is the combination of a low-
latency and multi-threading capable local memory and network
subsystem. All network subsystems are limited to Ethernet-
based transports to provide equal conditions. Every workload
on every system loads 1 million objects per node during the
load phase. The run phase executes 100 million operations
per node with Zipfian distribution on each workload. On long-
running benchmark runs, we reduced to the number of opera-
tions to limit runtime to about 10 minutes to avoid unnecessary
long-running benchmark runs. The Hazelcast Enterprise trial
license (required for HD memory) we received limited our
benchmarks to up to 8 servers nodes.

Half of the nodes on each benchmark are used for storage,
and the other half runs remote clients. When referring to a
specific number of nodes, we always consider that number of
nodes for both servers and clients each, e.g., 4 nodes: 4 servers
+ 4 benchmark clients = 8 nodes total. The results for the
different workloads are depicted in multiple figures: YCSB-A
in Figure 9, Facebook-B in Figure 10, Facebook-D in Figure

Fig. 9. Workload YCSB-A with increasing benchmark node count accessing
an equal amount of storage nodes with 128 threads per node

Fig. 10. Workload Facebook-B with increasing benchmark node count
accessing an equal amount of storage nodes with 128 threads per node

11 and Facebook-F in Figure 12. The structure of the charts
is similar to the ones presented in the previous Section VI-B.
The results for all systems are grouped per node count (x-axis).
The x-axis depicts the number of benchmark nodes and server
nodes each used for a benchmark run (e.g., 4 benchmark nodes
on the x-axis ran against 4 server nodes which equal 8 nodes
in total). Each group for each system (DXRAM, Infinispan,
Hazelcast) for a specific benchmark node count consists of
two bars (left bar for get and right bar put operations) with
identical markings (none or diagonal stripes). Each stacked bar
depicts the operation’s average latency as well as the 95th and
99th percentiles (color coded) on a logarithmic scale (y-axis
on the left). The aggregated throughput (y-axis on the right)
of each system (color coded) is presented as a line plot on the
right next to each bar group.

Due to space constraints, we focus on the most notable
aspects of the results. The results of the Facebook-B workload
(Figure 10) show that DXRAM is capable of efficiently



Fig. 11. Workload Facebook-D with increasing benchmark node count
accessing an equal amount of storage nodes with 128 threads per node

Fig. 12. Workload Facebook-F with increasing benchmark node count
accessing an equal amount of storage nodes with 128 threads per node

handling tiny objects and scales well with up to 16 nodes
with a total aggregated throughput of 4.6 mops. DXRAM’s
latencies are higher, especially the 99th percentiles, when
using only 1-2 nodes compared to the other systems, but
improve on larger scales and drop considerably starting with
4 nodes. Overall, Hazelcast scales well with up to 8 nodes,
but its aggregated throughput (1.9 mops) is up to a factor
of 1.6 lower compared to DXRAM’s (3.1 mops). Infinispan’s
overall scalability is very limited with an aggregated peak
performance of 0.57 mops reached at 8 nodes without further
increasing with up to 16 nodes. The results of the YCSB-A
reference workload (Figure 9) further support the assumption
that Infinispan does not perform and scale well on workloads
with tiny objects. Overall similar results for all systems are
achieved on the Facebook-F workload (Figure 12).

However, DXRAM shows deficits on the Facebook-D work-
load (Figure 11). With 1-2 nodes, DXRAM is outperformed
by the other systems. However, overall, DXRAM aims for
scalability instead of high single node performance and con-

tinues to scale with up to 16 nodes, compared to Infinispan
whose performance degrades starting with 4 nodes. Hazelcast
shows great performance and scalability with up to 8 nodes
peaking at an aggregated throughput of 0.85 mops compared
to DXRAM with 0.38 mops and Infinispan with 0.21 mops. As
the Facebook-D workload uses objects with 24 fields compared
to the single field workloads Facebook-B, Facebook-F and
the 10 field workload YCSB-A, we conclude that DXRAM
requires additional optimizations to handle such a large num-
ber of fields better. The YCSB-A workload (Figure 9) shows
that DXRAM can already handle 10 fields well. Furthermore,
certain results (e.g., 1-2 nodes) across multiple workloads
indicate that DXRAM’s handling of concurrency on high loads
still requires additional optimizations which we are planning
to address by improving local thread management.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We presented the extension and optimization of DXMem, a
low-latency, and low metadata-overhead memory management
for DXRAM, a highly concurrent Java-based distributed in-
memory system. DXMem’s allocator is designed for storing
many small (32 - 128 byte) objects efficiently. The address
translation table is extended by a per chunk low-latency read-
write lock giving applications a fine-grained synchronization
mechanism to control data races. Additionally, chunks can
be pinned for direct memory access either locally or for
RDMA operations using InfiniBand hardware. We compared
DXRAM with DXMem, for the first time, to the two state-of-
the-art Java-based key-value caches Hazelcast and Infinispan.
Regarding memory overhead, DXMem achieves an at least
four-times lower memory overhead on an average object size
of 32 bytes compared to the other systems. Using real-world-
based workloads to evaluate the local storage performance,
DXRAM provides single-digit microsecond latency when not
over-provisioning the CPU and outperforms Hazelcast and
Infinispan with 78 mops on 128 threads 17-fold and 28-fold.
Using the YCSB in a distributed environment, DXRAM scales
well on workloads with small objects and up to 16 server and
16 benchmark clients outperforming Hazelcast (1.6 fold) and
Infinispan (5.4 fold). On a read-heavy workload with 32-byte
objects, DXRAM achieves an aggregated throughput of 4.6
mops.
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